The piano, which is a solo instrument that takes part in educational process, can take role not only in instrumental education but also in chamber music education as well with the 6-hands pieces for three players that perform same composition on a single instrument. According to the international 6-hands piano literature, although the works of Alfred Schnittke's Hommage, Carl Czerny's Op.17 and 741, Paul Robinson's Pensees and Montmartre and many more are included, the Turkish piano literature has been found to have a limited number of compositions. The aim of the work is to contribute to the field by presenting musical analysis about the place and the importance of the educational use of the works composed for 6-hands which are extremely rare in the Turkish piano literature. As an example, the piece named Sky composed by Hasan Barış Gemici is considered. Analysis is supported by comparative methods in form, structuralism, rhythm, theoretical applications and performance; it also gives information about basic playing techniques. It is thought that this study carries importance in contributing to the limited number of Turkish 6-hands piano literature and researchers who will conduct research in this regard, in terms of creating resources for performers and composers who will interpret the literature. As a result of the research the inner world's aggression and inspirations from elements like rain, thunder, heart beat that are transformed to piano, which carry symbolic meanings that are composed with tight-knit structure; besides all these mentioned before the dramatic content that is uncovered by the chords of the trumpet section of the orchestra, timpani pulsation and the dance-like movements have been reached. 
INTRODUCTION
Many composers used piano as a solo instrument in their compositions together with chamber music and orchestral music throughout centuries. There are plenty of 4-hands works by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Debussy, Moszkowski, Godard, Gregh and many more. The basic notion of this type of usage the piano relies on a division of the keyboard into two main sections in which the first pianist plays accompaniment on low register while the second one explores the melodic contour on high register. It is also used in terms of educational purpose while the first pianist is usually the teacher and the second one pupil (Beyer: 30-35, Ereren, 2009: 60, 63-65, 71, 76 and 91) .
Whereas the anthology of 6-hand piano is extremely rare, because of the limited range available to each player, many of the pieces written for the combination are elementary in nature; many more are arrangements of pieces for other forces (Freischütz Overture is arranged for 6-hands piano by G. It is thought to be Hasan Barış Gemici's composition Sky as the first example in Turkish 6-hands piano literature which scores and performance note has been able to reach the audience. For that reason this piece was chosen as an example that will be carefully examine in this study. Another reason to work on this topic is the limited amount of scientific investigation about 6-hands piano works. Tracing the database two works have been found in Turkey. The first one is an article entitled as The Effectiveness of Cooperative Learning Method on Teaching Six Hands Piano Piece: An Action Research (Deniz, 2015) and the second one is a conference oral presentation entitled as Six Hands Piano in Turkey (Akbulut Demirci, 2016) .
The aim of this work is to provide musical analysis that will contribute with the importance of 6-hands piano pieces within educational purpose and enriching the Turkish piano literature. The analysis the work is based on comparative methods that are supported by musical form, structuralism, rhythm, theoretical applications, performance, and basic playing techniques. The main approach musical analysis is cooperated with composer himself through online meetings and face-to-face interview held on 3 rd of November 2017 (10:00-11:45 a.m.). It is believed that this study will collaborate in the scientific world as an important resource for researchers who want to work on this field, as well as performers who wants to interpret this work and composers considering the limited amount of works done upon 6-hands piano compositions.
FINDINGS
The entire form of the piece is in Compound Ternary structure, which also resembles to a Quasi Sonata form with Exposition, Development and Recapitulation parts. It also bears two inner parts that expose the Introduction and the Bridge that is presented as Figure 1 below. The third bar is another 3-note collection of F -D♭-C notes. The corresponding set to these notes is [015] . In this respect, the entire opening segment's pitch collection is as follow: The prominent major second interval of the left hand (D♭-E♭) is supported with another pitch (F) of the right hand creating clear major mould in which the pulsation unit contradicts this statement with (G♭-B♭-D♯ -E) pitches in a sort of "minorish" polarity. The dotted rhythmic units of the first pianist at bar 16 resembles to the texture presented before at bar 13, but in this context the passage is not entirely ascending but sometimes descending as Fragment 1 occurs once again at bar 21 where we find similar approach of the compositional process but the gesture here is more developed and extended in general. It is shown as Figure 13 and here we witness two particular treatments of the fragment in terms of exposing the material and its response of the second pianist. From bar 46 on, we hear three layers simultaneously, which are elements previously exposed. Each layer has its own internal development and at bar 52 there is interchange of the roles of the pianists like the clusters of the third pianist is now played by the first and the basic motivic element (the signature) is played by the third (Figure 21 ), where the second pianist continues to sustain the tremolo passage in the middle register. At bar 69-second downbeat, the first pianist and the second one are coming together interpreting the same musical outcome in which the third pianist continues her/his rhythmic pulsation in a duple meter. As shown in Figure 23 , there we witness the transition between the layers and gestures. There are cymbal effects on the clusters at this place.
Figure 25: The Transformation of Layers and Small Motivic Elements of B -B♭-G (The Signature Motive).
While changing the layers in-between the players there we can assert three main motivic elements:
(1) The dance-like grotesque theme; (2) the tremolo, which creates unstable chromatic motion in its inner formation; and (3) the cluster chords that at bar 57 changes to triplets unison melody. This procedure is shown as Figure 26 respectively. It is very crucial to note that at bar 97 shown in Figure 26 the B-B♭-G signature motive appears once again played by the third pianist after the cluster section and the same motive transposes to a fifth below creating E-E♭-C motive. Bar 134 is the place where the Bridge part starts. The indeterminacy is the primary element of compositional process. It is named as Bridge because there is completely new approach towards music. The composer gives brief indications on the score and this part describes raindrops together with a thunder. Many extended techniques are introduced in terms of reaching more sophisticated sonority. For example, the third pianist makes glissando effect with her/his nail on the strings of the instrument while the first pianist imitates the raindrops on the high register keys of the instrument. From single notes (single raindrops) to doubleones in a second apart the rain gets faster while the gestures accelerates. The movement's opening section is shown as Figure 34 . The extended techniques used in that particular place are suggested by Oğuz Usman, so this is how it took its shape (personal communication, January 23, 2018). 
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At bar 168, there are huge clusters in a very loud dynamic range that try to describe a thunder as a natural phenomenon of the sound event, which is show as Figure 35 . The delay of the cluster tremolos are described as timpani-roll effect of the orchestra by the composer himself. nd the 15ma… is indicated with this special sign in order to draw attention to the section that should be played two octaves higher that it is supposed to be just as 8vb…. that is marked at bar 126 that is offered to be played an There are also special effects by the composer while playing the piece. For example, the staccatos at bar 15 should imitate the heart beat pulsation, bars 23-25 portrays the passage where the chords should sound like the trumpet section of the orchestra, bars 74-77 and 92-101 should be played in dance-mood like manner. Between bars 134-159 of the composition, the rain turns into a storm and it projects the trouble feelings that also manifest inner explosion of the soul. Composer describes the procedure with the following statement: "According to prescribed range of the pitch material press the keys randomly while improvising just like coincidentally occurrence of the raindrops". From bar 177 to 180 there are timpani effects during these four bars.
At the same place, there should be a thunder effect, which is a technique that is known also as a string piano in the literature. For that reason the appreciation of these glissandi should sound as a whole. In the playing notes of the beginning of the score, the composer writes: "If the note in entrance is not suitable to be played, choose the nearest ones in this case." On the meeting with the composer, he adds that this procedure was took shape with some suggestions of Oğuz Usman. The section should be considered also as taksim, a very familiar improvising form of traditional Turkish music and it is expected from the players to express themselves in that way. According to the recording's duration, which is 10'48'' in length, composer suggests ca. 11'-12'. Finally, interpretation of this piece may be suggested considering the following words of composer related to the work: "With this composition I tried to express the mess of Istanbul's inner world, the aggressiveness in transportation system "I reflected all boundaries of the Miniatures piece to Sky." "I composed according to reach the performers, aiming them to expose good quality sound." (Personal communication, November 03, 2017) .
"At bar 16
th , firstly exposed the ascending passage is corrected by Eray Altınbüken. Especially the raindrops effect was reconsidered according to Oğuz Usman's recommendations with using extended techniques respectively. The piece took its shape thanks to Eray Altınbüken, Oğuz Usman and Oğuzhan Balcı, all lecturers at Istanbul Technical University, with their suggestions." (Personal communication, January 23, 2018) 
